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KEY ACRONYMS
ABSA

Amalgamated Banks of South Africa

AC

Alternating Current

AfDB

African Development Bank

B-BBEE

Broad Based, Black Economic Empowerment

BEEP

Bankable Energy Efficiency Projects

COD

Plant Commercial Operation Date

Cogen

Cogeneration

CP

Conditions precedent

CSIR

Council for Scientific and Industrial Research

DBSA

Development Bank of South Africa

DC

Direct Current

DD

Due Diligence

DSCR

Debt Service Cover Ratio

DSRA

Debt Service Reserve Account

DTIC

Department of Trade, Industry and Competition

EE

Energy Efficiency

EIA

Environmental Impact Assessment

EPC

Engineering, Procurement, Construction

EPCM

Engineering, Procurement and Construction Management

ESCO

Energy Saving Company

FAQs

Frequently Asked Questions

FEL

Front-end loading

FICA

Financial Intelligence Centre Act

FNB

First National Bank

GWh

Gigawatt hour

IDC

Industrial Development Corporation

IFC

International Finance corporation

IM

is a package of documents created by business owners for prospective financiers

IPP

Independent Power Producer

IRR

Internal Rate of Return
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JIBAR

The Johannesburg Interbank Average Rate

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

kVA

kilovolt Amperes

kW

Kilowatt

kWh

Kilowatt hours

kWp

Kilowatt peak

KYC

Know your customer

LCOE

Llevelised cost of electricity

LTV

Loan to Value

M&V

Measurement & Verification

MW

Megawatt

MWh

Megawatt hours

MWp

Megawatt peak

NCPC

National Cleaner Production Centre

O&M

Operations and Maintenance

OEM

Original Equipment Manufacturer

PF

Power Factor

PFMA

Public Finance Management Act

PPA

Power Purchase Agreement

PV

Photovoltaic

RE

Renewable Energy

REIPP

Renewable Energy Independent Power Producers

REIPPPP

Renewable Energy Independent Power Producers Procurement Programme

SAPVIA

South African Photovoltaic Industry Association

SME

Small and Medium Enterprise

SSEG

Small scale embedded generator

SPV

Special purpose vehicle

TOU

Time of Use Tariff

Trigen

Trigeneration

VCC

Venture Capital Company

Note: In this document, the terms client, applicant, sponsor, project owner and end user are used interchangeably,
unless otherwise indicated.
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KEY TERMINOLOGY
The key terminology is in relation to necessary jargon and terms utilised in the energy services sector as well as in
the financial sector and is non exhaustive.
Alternative Energy

Energy fuelled in ways that do not consume the earth’s natural resources
or otherwise harm the environment, especially by avoiding the use of fossil
fuels or nuclear power.

Bankability

Project or proposal that has sufficient collateral, future cash flow, and
acceptable probability of success, to be acceptable to institutional lenders
for financing.

Bloomberg Tier 1 List

A tiering system by Bloomberg New Energy Finance to differentiate PV
module manufacturers based on bankability. Tier 1 module manufacturers
are those which have provided own-brand, own-manufacture products
to six different projects, which have been financed non-recourse by six
different (non-developmental) banks, in the past two years.

Carbon Tax

A way for government to price carbon emissions, and to shift the costs from
society to those companies that are creating the emissions. It is a tax levied
to companies on in lieu of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) emissions as
defined in the Carbon Tax Act No.15, published 01 June 2019.

Clean Energy

Energy that is produced through renewable sources (solar, hydro wind) and
that which does not pollute the atmosphere when produced or used, as
opposed to traditional fossil fuels (such as coal and oil), that do.

Client

The person raising the finance. Financial institutions may also refer to this
person as “Sponsor”, “Project Owner”, “Applicant” or “End user”.

Commercial viability

Business, product, and service which has the ability to compete effectively
with its competitors and to make profit.

Debt Cover Service Ratio

A measurement of the cash flow available to pay current debt obligations.
The ratio states net operating income as a multiple of debt obligations due
within one year, including interest, principal, sinking fund (setting aside money
to repay a debt or fund a future capital expense) and lease payments.

Debt: Equity Ratio

A measure of a company’s financial leverage, and it represents the amount
of debt and equity used to finance a company’s assets. It is calculated by
dividing a firm’s total liabilities by total shareholders’ equity.

Degradation

The decline in output (efficiency) that all solar panels experience over time.

Demand Charge

An electrical utility charge based on the customer’s peak power demand
(measured in kVA), calculated on the highest amount of electricity, over a
30-minute period, that the utility must make available to that customer.

End-User

The entity making use of the power or electricity generated.

Energy Efficiency

Energy efficiency is the ratio between output of performance, service,
goods or energy to the input of energy.
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Energy Saving Company

A business that provides a broad range of energy solutions including
designs and implementation of energy savings projects, retrofitting, energy
conservation, energy infrastructure outsourcing, power generation and
energy supply, and risk management.

Engineering, Procurement,

A particular form of contracting arrangement used in some industries where

Construction

the EPC Contractor is made responsible for all the activities from design,
procurement, construction, to commissioning and handover of the project
to the End-User or Owner.

EPC Full-Wrap Agreement

The most encompassing structure - the one that places the most
responsibility on the EPC contractor - is the “full-wrap”. This is where the
plant owner provides the EPC contractor with a detailed design including
functional and technical specifications in order for the EPC contractor to
build and deliver the project within a specified period of time. This includes
engineering, procurement, and construction as well as taking responsibility
for all contractors, subcontractors, vendors and sub-vendors.

Feed-in Tariff

A payment made to households or businesses generating their own
electricity through the use of methods, such as Solar PV, where consumers
are able to feed excess power back into the national grid and reduce their
electricity costs.

Feedstock

Any renewable, biological material (including sunlight) that can be used
directly as a fuel or converted to another form of fuel or energy product.

Generating Capacity

The maximum amount of electricity, measured in kilovolt Amperes (kVA),
which can flow out of the generation equipment into the customer’s
alternating current wiring system. This is therefore the maximum AC power
flow which can be produced by the generating system.

Grid-Tied

A small scale embedded generator connected to the municipal electrical
grid either directly or through a customer’s internal wiring. The export of
energy onto the municipal electrical grid is possible when generation
exceeds consumption at any point in time and no grid-limiting is applied
and keeping in line with regulatory requirements.

Independent Power Producer

Is a private entity which owns facilities to generate electric power for sale to
utilities and end users.

Irradiation

Solar irradiance is the power per unit area, received from the Sun in the form
of electromagnetic radiation as reported in the wavelength range of the
measuring instrument.

Kilo-Watt Peak

The peak power that can be generated from the source, example: a solar
PV system when the sun is at its optimal irradiation. kWp stands for kilowatt
‘peak’ of a system.

Mezzanine Debt/Finance

A hybrid of debt and equity financing that gives the lender the right to
convert to an equity interest in the company in case of default, generally,
after venture capital companies and other senior lenders are paid.

Non-Recourse Loan

Non-recourse finance is a type of commercial lending that entitles the
lender to repayment only from the profits of the project and not from any
other assets of the borrower.
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Offtaker

An offtake agreement is an arrangement between a producer and a buyer
to purchase or sell portions of the producer’s output.

Performance Guarantee

A contractor’s promise to complete the project undertaken. A Performance
Guarantee is issued by an insurance company or bank to an employer on
behalf of the contractor to guarantee the full and due performance of the
works by the contractor as set out in the contract data.

Renewable Energy

Energy from a source that is not depleted and can be naturally
replenished when used(like that derived from solar, wind, geothermal or
hydroelectric action).

Senior Debt

Debt that takes priority over other unsecured or otherwise more “junior”
debt owed by the issuer. Senior debt has greater seniority in the issuer’s
capital structure than subordinated debt.

Small-Scale Embedded

A small-scale embedded generator for the purposes of these guidelines is an

Generator

embedded generator with a generation capacity of less than 1000 kW (1MW).

Solar Irradiation

Total amount of solar radiation energy received on a given surface area
over a given period. Irradiation is also referred to as insolation and is
normally measured in kWh per m² per year or kWh per m² per day.

Solar Photovoltaic

A technology that converts sunlight (solar radiation) into direct current
electricity in semiconductors by exciting electrons in the silicon cells using
the photons of light from the sun.

Special purpose vehicle

A separate legal entity created by an organization. The SPV is a distinct
company with its own assets and liabilities, as well as its own legal status.
Usually, they are created for a specific objective, which is often to isolate
financial risk. As it is a separate legal entity, if the parent company goes
bankrupt, the special purpose vehicle can carry its obligations.

System Life

Period for which a system performs its intended functions, from its
deployment to replacement.

Tariff

A means with which Eskom or local municipalities bill their customers for the
provision of electricity.

Time of Use Tariff

Means that electricity costs different prices at different times of the day.
Electricity tariffs are generally highest during peak times. Peak rates usually
apply in the evening on Monday to Friday. Off-peak electricity tariffs are
usually the cheapest, while standard tariffs apply at all other times.

Warranty

A written guarantee, issued to the purchaser of an article by its
manufacturer, promising to repair or replace it if necessary, within a
specified period of time.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As energy efficiency (EE) and renewable energy (RE) have become commonplace solutions to the imminent
problems of supply security and rising electricity tariffs, they are often costly interventions that require large
capital outlays.
While RE in particular has seen significant growth, both globally and locally, the industry as a whole and the
solutions available are still sometimes seen as a new and novel concept. Technologies are constantly being
developed, improved and introduced to the market and businesses and individuals are spending more time in
evaluating their options when it comes to implementing RE and EE solutions. Whilst these are sustainable measures
that offer an invaluable competitive advantage of business continuity when coupled with either storage or
backup generators, businesses (and particularly SME’s) can find the costs of implementation prohibitive and
often seek financial mechanisms to assist.
With the increased global focus on reducing carbon emissions by moving away from traditional coal-fired power
generation and the growing environmental regulatory landscape, South Africa is seeing increased interest in RE
solutions and the growing need for financial products promote implementation.
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FOREWORD
Energy is undoubtedly one of the most pivotal driving forces behind a leading emerging economy such as South
Africa. Often an input to almost every type of product and service, it has truly earned the reputation of being
the life blood of industrial growth, as evidenced by the industrial age and the growth of the oil sector, and the
oxygen supply of the nation. Largely underpinned by the effects of globalization and market deregulation, the
rapidly growing global population and industrial growth are consuming a disproportionate amount of energy
and in the process contributing to an unprecedented global temperature rise that is set to become catastrophic
in the next thirty years, if not contained and reduced.
Regrettably, the last decade has seen businesses across all economic sectors in South Africa suffer the impact of
insecurity of supply and steeply rising costs from the country’s power utility monopoly. Electricity costs have risen
by over 300% in the last twelve years and there are no indications that this trend will dissipate. Companies are
continually looking at opportunities to become less energy intensive and even energy self-reliant to reduce their
dependence on the national grid and enjoy the cost savings and return on investment that these interventions
contribute. A major challenge in pursuing the implementation of Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency
projects is the lack of knowledge around the available funding mechanisms or grants and the due process to
follow in accessing them.
The Industrial Energy Efficiency (IEE) Project South Africa is a flagship project hosted by the National Cleaner
Production Centre South Africa (NCPC-SA) at the CSIR and is a national support programme of the Department
of Trade, Industry and Competition (dtic). The ultimate goal is to demonstrate the positive impact of energy
management as a means of reducing carbon-dioxide emissions and to demonstrate the effectiveness and
financial impact of in-plant energy management. NCPC-SA is mandated to drive the transition of South
African industry towards a green economy through appropriate resource efficient and cleaner production
recommendations.
Funded by the Global Environment Facility (GEF) and other international stakeholders like the British and Swiss
Governments through UK Aid and SECO, the primary objective of the IEE Project in South Africa is to increase
investment in energy efficiency through the mainstreaming of Energy Systems Optimisation and Energy
Management System methodologies. The provision of renewable energy has however in recent years been
inextricably linked to the sustainability of many organizations’ energy management plans for the foreseeable
future and the IEE Project has extended its reach to be inclusive of this.
Through the tenure of the project, it has emerged that the one of the most common barriers to implementation
in SME’s is the “lack of funding” or “technical” capability around the development of project proposals”.
The purpose of this guideline is to provide clear and useful information about what is required to develop a
bankable renewable energy project proposal or plan. It explores the various avenues of financial assistance
that are available for the implementation of these projects in South Africa, including government incentives
and grants. The most common pitfalls in renewable energy finance applications are explored as are the most
important features to consider when developing a proposal. The advice which follows should assist companies
across South Africa (both SME’s and large) to overcome the common challenges that often lead to the rejection
of these proposals by financiers. It is based primarily on qualitative research, namely interviews held with various
banks, state-owned enterprises and government departments across South Africa that are currently active in the
“green funding” space. The data has been analysed to present the guideline in the most user-friendly manner
possible in order to assist companies move forward in the area of implementation of clean energy projects.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There are several mechanisms that promote the funding of RE and EE solutions. Following discussions with various
financiers (commercial, alternative, developmental and governmental), this guideline unpacks the elements
and factors considered by funders of RE and EE projects in SA.
The document aims to guide the reader in better understanding the key factors to avoid the common pitfalls, the
risks that should be mitigated and the assumptions that should be applied when approaching financial institutions.
The view is to assist the reader to engage the market, advisors and especially financiers well equipped, having
given due consideration to all aspects and risks entailed in funding RE and EE projects.
Please note that this guideline speaks to RE and EE projects in general. Businesses should look to engage with
technical partners that have more in-depth knowledge of chosen solutions to assist in defining a specific project.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research conducted was undertaken through desktop research, telephonic interviews and the professional
expertise of the research team in the field of raising capital.

2.1 Desktop Research
Industry whitepapers and research documents were used in the compiling of the guideline submitted including;
1. Bankable Energy Efficiency Projects (BEEP) - Experiences in central and Eastern European Countries by Dena
- Deutsche Energie Agentur1
2. Energy Services - 2018 Market Intelligence Report by GreenCape2
3. Energy Services - 2019 Market Intelligence Report by GreenCape3
4. Finance Data Base by GreenCape4
5. Financing Rooftop Solar PV Industry Brief 2019 by GreenCape5
6. Guide to Energy Efficiency Finance in South Africa by NBI and PSEE6
7. Important Features of Bankable Power Purchase Agreements for Renewable Energy Power Projects by OPIC,
USA Department of Commerce, USAID, US Trade and Development Agency7
8. Technical Bankability Guidelines - Recommendations to Enhance Technical Quality of Existing and New PV
Installations by Solar Bankability by the Framework Programme of the European Union8
9. The Path to Technology Commercialisation by the dtic9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

http://www.cres.gr/kape/pdf/download/BEEP_Project_Brochure.pdf
https://www.greencape.co.za/assets/Uploads/GreenCape-Energy-Services-2018-MIR-25052019.pdf
https://www.greencape.co.za/assets/Uploads/ENERGY-SERVICES-MARKET-INTELLIGENCE-REPORT-FINAL-WEB2.pdf
https://www.greencape.co.za/assets/Uploads/GreenCape-Finance-Database-v6.xlsx
https://www.green-cape.co.za/assets/Uploads/GC-Finance-Brief-v7-WEB.pdf
http://www.psee.org.za/downloads/publications/FPP9315_NBI_PSEE_Finance_Publication.pdf
https://www.dfc.gov/sites/default/files/2019-08/10%20Elements%20of%20a%20Bankable%20PPA.pdf
https://www.tuv.com/content-media-files/master-content/services/products/p06-solar/solar-downloadpage/solar-bankability_d4.3_technicalbankability-guidelines.pdf
https://www.thedti.gov.za/financial_assistance/Commercialisation.pdf
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2.2 Field Research
At the start of the project, 34 stakeholders were approached for interviews:
5 end user referrals from NCPC, 2 non-financial institutions and 27 financial institutions and during the interview
process other financiers (or divisions within the bank) were identified by the interviewee and recommended
for consultation.
In addition, 2 non-financial institutions and 3 end users referred by NCPC were interviewed informally to better
understand the market prior to engagement with financiers.

3. KEY FINDINGS
A total of 15 financial institutions were interviewed as part of the research phase and to inform this guideline
document. All participants indicated that the primary sector they provided funding into as being directly into the
energy sector through utilities, IPPs, Section12Js, EPCs or direct to SSEG end users with a heavy focus on Solar PV
followed by Solar Thermal for RE technologies.
Most financial institutions have had limited exposure and success with EE transactions due to these project sizes
being very small and the lag in market penetration of ESCO models in South Africa. The largest contributor to EE
projects is the IDC at 28% of its projects being classified as EE. They were also the only institution to have a metric
for minimum expected energy saving which is 20% per year.
The SSEG end users most commonly cited were within the below sectors;
• Commercial retail property
• Industrial sector users (energy generation, mining and agro-processing among others)
• Primary agriculture
• Healthcare (public and private)
• Educational institutions made an appearance
Funding requirement metrics and ratios
Type of Project

Size

Typical type of finance

Individual SSEG

Up to 1MW

• Asset finance
• Property finance
• Private equity finance (from equity funds
focused on building portfolios of SSEGs)

Commercial PPA portfolios

R50 million to R1 billion

• Project finance
• Mezzanine finance
• Equity

Utility Scale

5 to 45MW as a minimum

• Project finance
• Mezzanine finance
• Equity
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The overall suggested cost of capital range by type of finance, stage and nature of the project, as well as risk
profile of the technology, EPC, end-user and project owner, among other factors. The ranges from the financiers
interviewed were as follows:
Asset and project debt finance

P+2% to 17%

Mezzanine finance

20% to 25%

Equity

12% - 25% IRR

The typical requirement was that the finance or project allowed for the borrower or financed entity to maintain
a 1.1 to 2 times debt service cover ratio (DSCR) as a primary liquidity ratio.
All financial institutions require historical audited financials of the end users to verify affordability and credit
worthiness of the payer for the solution.
Commercial banks surveyed suggest that applicants should model their renewable energy projects (Solar PV) on
a prime + 2% cost of capital, from commercial banks whilst alternative funders can go into the high teens over
a 5 to 7-year period.
All financial institutions surveyed only accept commercially proven technology, ideally within South Africa. All
financial institutions surveyed were clear in not wanting to be the “guinea pig” for a new technology irrespective
of the stage at which they would enter a project, or the type of funder or funding they provide. This was evidenced
by increased DSCR from the 1.3 X for Solar PV projects, while compared to the expected debt service cover ratio
in waste-to-energy is up to 2X, the increase in cover ratio demonstrated a much higher perceived risk requiring
much more cover available to address challenges and set-backs.
This is evidenced by a strong emphasis on solar PV as a primary renewable energy technology by all institutions
as the technology is proven, with the relevant component guarantees and warranties, and there exists a number
of credible EPC companies in the market.
The choice of EPC was cited to de-risk the project by as much as 70%. An adequate EPC would have the
appropriate technical expertise to understand the feedstock (e.g. solar), assess the technology being utilised,
install the technology correctly, quantify the energy generation and provide warranties and guarantees for that
generation and be able to provide workmanship insurances for the installation and power generation. They will also
have the necessary industry knowledge around regulation required for approval of the solution. All these factors
contribute to the financier’s risk assessment when undertaking a due diligence on an application for a project.
(See the Technical Checklist – Annex 2 for criteria to evaluate the EPC)
Financiers were more likely to get involved 12-18months before financial close or from a FEL 2 stage of feasibility
onward and provide project preparation services in projects where they had an equity participation and often
expected a money times return of 1.5 to 3 times the investment into feasibility work (which typically centred
around transactional and legal advisory support). These cases are more likely for large equity ticket sizes of R100
million and above.
When it comes to Solar PV and well understood technologies, the need for independent transaction advisors
becomes relevant when engaging financial institutions on SSEG, particularly when pooling commercial PPAs or
utility scale transactions.
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The classification of an SME in the context of green finance, ranged from a formal business with one year trading
history (Greenfin) irrespective of size, to R1.5million project size for most commercial banks and R80 million project
size for the utility scale funders as part of their effort to support new “Black Industrialist” entrants into the energy
sector. It should be noted that RE finance gravitates to larger transaction values.
End User, SSEG Solar PV, transactions are typically asset or property financed transactions requiring deposits of
between 0% to 50%, typically with security for up to the full value of the loan. Therefore, financial statements
and records for a minimum of 2 years is the norm, with projections being modelled for the term of the debt with
a 3-year tail - some financial institutions have indicated that provided a reputable EPC company has been
appointed and provides a project feasibility report, the financial institution itself could develop these projections
on behalf of clients for less complex projects.
Project finance is more commonly directed to commercial PPAs and utility scale projects which is typically limited
or non-recourse finance, requiring no additional security other than the project itself. Given the nature of these
transactions and entities, there wouldn’t be historical financials and a reputable EPC company would typically
be in a position to provide the investment analysis for each project.
The general timeframe from application submission to drawdown is 3 to 6 months with timeframes as long as 24
months on high value and complex transactions – e.g. where projects are more than US$10million in value, they
would trigger Equator Principles and performance standards.

4. COMMON PITFALLS IN APPLICATIONS FOR RENEWABLE
ENERGY PROJECTS
There are a number of pitfalls cited by financiers, many of which are common amongst several of them. The
inability for a Client (or Sponsor or Project Owner or End User) to address these pitfalls will, more often than not,
result in their application for funding being unsuccessful.
These pitfalls, as discussed in further detail below include:
4.1 The credibility of the client
4.2 The Technology
4.3 Lack of feasibility studies and/or EIAs
4.4 Credibility of the offtaker
4.5 Incomplete applications
4.6 The regulatory environment, legislation and Eskom
4.7 Projects that are very small or early stage

4.1 The credibility of the Client
a. Financiers make specific mention of the creditworthiness of the client; what do credit checks show and does
the client have the financial credibility to support the project?
b. Some financiers may be completely barred from financing projects or Clients that are considered to have a
bad reputation. In all cases, client screening forms part of the bank’s policies.
c. The track record of the Client may also play a role. Having experience, or at the very least the right technical
partner, is very important to give financiers the comfort they are looking for.
d. Require at least two years of historical financial records for businesses that are operational or are looking to
implement projects.
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e. The ability of the Client to contribute equity, provide securities and affords the project or intervention. This
is important:
i.

where the solution is not being funded off the balance sheet;

ii. as the financier sees that the Client is taking a risk alongside them, has “skin-in-the-game” and something
to lose if the funding isn’t repaid;
iii. as the expectation of the debt to equity ratio averages at about 70:30 but can be as high as 50% for
some financiers. (Some financiers may be willing to fund 100% of the project in a produce-to-use model,
provided the savings will sufficiently cover the loan).
f. Financiers look to at least cover the amount of the loan, but would ideally look for security of 100%-130% of
the value of the debt (where project finance isn’t utilised).

4.2 The Technology
When it comes to the technology being implemented, financiers look at factors ranging from the technology
itself, to the providers of the technology (EPCs, O&M service providers and equipment vendors).
a. Financiers prefer to work with technologies that are tried and tested and have proved to be efficient and
reliable. For this reason, new technologies and unknown technologies are usually more difficult to finance.
b. Where quality technology is supplied by reputable OEMs and EPCs, many financiers will be comfortable to
trust the effectiveness of the solution given that these technologies often carry the necessary warranties and
guarantees of performance etc., reducing the need for due diligences.
c. Financiers rely quite heavily on the EPCs to provide the Client with the information necessary to determine
bankability and structure the project in a manner that will show sustainability. Sponsors should be wary of
using less reputable EPCs as they have been known to over-spec and over-price the solutions and, as a result,
some financiers have increased due diligence and appointed technical capabilities when evaluating the
applications received.
d. Clearly identifying the role of the EPC in the project is also important. Financiers want to know who is responsible
to implement the project and who they will hold responsible should things go wrong. Having a wrap around
with the EPC, which includes professional indemnity, provides financiers with confidence.
e. For larger projects (usually 1MW and above) financiers may be willing to evaluate the technology by
engaging internal and external engineering teams. Mostly, clients should undertake their own studies on the
technologies and be in a position to present their findings to the financiers. Insufficient research can result in
the selection of unqualified vendors and inferior products.
f. The general rule of thumb is to budget between 2% to 5% of the project implementation cost for bankable
feasibility studies for large projects (e.g. if CAPEX and OPEX for the establishment of a project setup is
R100,000,000 the professional fees required for engineers, lawyers, accountants and other key experts or
advisors, is on average between R2million to R5million). Transaction advisory and capital raising services can
cost an additional up to 15% (in extreme cases) over and above the feasibility costs.

4.3 Lack of Feasibility Studies and/or EIAs
Many installations, especially larger scale, may require a feasibility study and/or an environmental impact
assessment (EIA).
a. The feasibility study will cover various aspects, including analyses of the technology, market dynamics, impact
of the installation and legislative factors, financial analysis/projections to name a few, to determine whether
the installation makes financial and commercial sense.
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i.

The financial analysis is a key aspect of the feasibility and in determining the bankability of the project.
Financiers look closely at all aspects, and in particular will interrogate the tariffs the project assumes.
Sponsors need to be very aware of the tariffs in the market in order to ensure they are offering a valuable
tariff to the end user.

b. An EIA may be required for larger installations to determine the social and environmental impact of the
project. Addressing these is important to ensure that the installation is compliant and does not have any
negative social and/or environmental impact.

4.4 Existence and Credibility of the Offtaker (End User)
a. Financiers need confidence in the offtaker of the RE project.
b. This is paramount for PPA and utility scale projects, as the credibility of the offtaker is what will give the financier
comfort that the project will generate sufficient revenues to pay its obligations and be profitable.
c. Often, the financier may need to undertake a DD on the offtaker in order to determine their credibility. This
may even be the case where the offtaker is a listed company, utility or government.

4.5 Applications that are not properly prepared and a lack of understanding of the
requirements to raise finance
a. Financiers expect an application for finance to be complete. Any application that has material elements
missing will not be considered.
b. Having an understanding of the requirements of bankability and ensuring each element is addressed in the
application will contribute to meeting the requirements to raise the finance.
c. Applicants often make unrealistic assumptions or have unrealistic expectations of elements such as interest
rates and tenure of the loan.
i.

Some financiers will limit the tenure to 5 years. Expecting a financier with a limit of 5 years to provide debt
over 7 years is unrealistic.

ii. Sponsors often assume that they will be awarded low interest rates for RE projects and build their models
on this assumption, however, financiers suggest building the financial model on an interest rate of around
12%, with some suggesting the Sponsor tests the model with rates as high as 17%. None of the financiers
surveyed indicated interest rates equal to, or below, the prime interest rate unless the transaction is with a
AAA rated, Blue Chip offtaker and is a property finance transaction.

4.6 The Regulatory Environment, Legislation, the Utility Provider and NERSA
a. A significant pitfall is a lack of understanding of the regulatory environment as relates to RE and the limitations
that currently exist.
i.

limit the size of projects and what can be done with excess power produced.

ii. Regulations for projects that are not part of the REIPP programme and are larger than 1 megawatt in size
(up to a maximum of 10 megawatts) will need to comply with the regulations set out in the ERA in order to
be implemented. There are indications that this limitation will be increased in the future, however it remains
to be seen how these possible changes will apply.
b. The utility provider (either Eskom or the local municipality) must provide approvals in order to implement
an installed solution. The processes at the utility can represent a risk in the ability to obtain the necessary
requirements timeously so that the project can be implemented. Delays from the utility provider impact the
project and can be severe if investment has taken place, but the solution cannot be put into operation until
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those requirements are met. For information on the requirements and application process with Eskom, visit
their website (http://www.eskom.co.za/Whatweredoing/GAU/Pages/SmallMicro.aspx).
c. For projects that are larger than 1MW, approval is provided by NERSA and the requirements from NERSA must
be met.

4.7 Projects that are too Small or Early Stage
a. Barring a few exceptions, financiers prefer to finance larger projects.
b. Where the installation being sought is relatively small, it often makes the most sense to raise normal asset
finance as the technical and feasibility aspects of the installation are not given as much weight and the
finance becomes significantly easier to raise.
c. Most financiers are reluctant to participate in projects that are not at a bankable stage. Some financiers may
come in earlier if they are confident in the Client or Sponsor’s ability and credibility, but they would then look
to offer this capital in the form of equity or quasi-equity, including mezzanine finance, which is significantly
costlier than senior debt.
It is vital for a Client to address as many of the pitfalls upfront. Doing so will improve the likelihood of a successful
capital raise for the project and being able to comfort the financiers early on may also assist in reducing the
timelines to concluding the transaction.

5. TEN IMPORTANT FEATURES TO INCLUDE OR CONSIDER FOR A
BANKABLE PPA FOR A RENEWABLE ENERGY PROJECT10
The U.S. International Development Finance Corporation (DFC) has developed 10 important features that Sponsors
of PPAs should consider. These considerations can be applied to PPAs in South Africa, where the concerns of local
financiers are in line with those of international financiers and should be addressed to improve bankability.

5.1 Dispatch Risk
There are two structures generally accepted by lenders for mitigating the risk that the offtaker may not dispatch
the generating facility.
Take or Pay: The offtaker pays a fixed tariff comprising a capacity charge (a fixed amount that is paid for
available capacity - no dispatch required) and an output charge (an amount paid in respect of energy actually
delivered). This permits the power producer to cover its fixed costs with the capacity charge, including debt
service, fixed operating costs, and an agreed equity return.
Take and Pay (typical for wind and solar): The offtaker must take and pay a fixed tariff for all energy delivered
(no dispatch required). If energy cannot be physically taken by the offtaker and output is “curtailed,” energy will
be calculated and paid for on a “deemed” delivered basis.

10

Source: OPIC (U.S Development Finance Corporation) https://www.dfc.gov/sites/default/files/2019-08/10%20Elements%20of%20a%20Bankable%20PPA.pdf
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5.2 Fixed Tariff
It is important that the revenue of any PPA, whether “take or pay” or “take and pay,” be a fixed amount per
kWh generated to adequately cover the cost of operating the facility, repay the debt and provide a reasonable
return on equity.

5.3 Foreign Exchange
In order to avoid subjecting the power producer to currency risk, the PPA should be either denominated in, or
linked to, an exchange rate of the currency of the power producer’s debt, and there should be no limitation or
additional approvals required to transfer funds to offshore accounts as required. Where necessary, hedging or
forward cover must be clear.

5.4 Change in Law or Change in Tax
The agreement should explicitly state which party takes the risk of the law or tax regime changing after the
date of the agreement in such a way as to diminish the economic returns of the transaction for such party (e.g.
increase in taxes on power producers reducing the producer’s returns). In order for PPAs to be bankable, most
lenders require the offtaker to take this risk.

5.5 Force Majeure
The agreement should excuse the power producer from performing its obligations if a force majeure event (an
event beyond the reasonable control of such party) prevents such performance. The allocation of costs and risk
of loss associated with a force majeure event will depend on the availability of insurance and in some cases the
degree of political risk in the country/region.

5.6 Dispute Resolution
The agreement should provide for offshore arbitration, in a neutral location, under rules generally acceptable to
the international community (e.g. UNCITRAL or LCIA or ICC).

5.7 Termination and Termination Payments
The PPA should set out clearly the basis on which either party may terminate the PPA. Termination by the
offtaker may leave the project with no access to the market and thus should be limited to significant events. The
agreement should provide that if the PPA is terminated for any reason, then in the case of transfer of the facility
to the offtaker, the offtaker shall provide a termination payment at least equal to the full amount of the power
producer’s outstanding bank debt, and in the case of the offtaker’s default, a return on equity.

5.8 Assignment
The PPA should allow collateral assignment of the agreement to the power producer’s lenders with the right to
receive notice of any default and to remediate such default within a specific time period. Additional step-in
rights are generally set forth in a separate direct agreement between the lenders and the offtaker.
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5.9 Offtaker Payment Support
Depending upon the size of the project and the creditworthiness of the offtaker and the development of the
energy sector in a certain country, short term liquidity instrument, a liquidity facility and/ or a sovereign guarantee
will be required to support the offtaker’s payment obligations.

5.10 Transmission or Interconnection Risk
The PPA should indicate which party bears the risk of connecting the facility with the grid and transmitting power
to the nearest substation. The more significant these risks (due to terrain, distance, populated areas), the more
lenders will require the offtaker to bear all or a significant portion thereof.

6. THE AVAILABILITY OF INCENTIVES TO SUPPORT RENEWABLE
ENERGY AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN SOUTH AFRICA
Incentives can be classified into 2 broad categories:
1. Tax incentives - these are tax benefits and/or deductions that can be applied to a business.
2. Grants and Trade Incentives - this is funding that is made available and the beneficiary of that funding is
usually not required to repay it.

6.1 Tax Incentives:
There are currently several tax incentives which apply to RE and EE projects that businesses can take advantage
of in South Africa, provided that the savings are measured and verified by an accredited service provider. The
tax incentives are according to the Income Tax Act, 1962 (Act No. 58 of 1962).
(See Appendix 1 for table of tax incentives)

6.2 Grants and Trade Incentives:
The below incentives are in the form of a grant and typically go toward capital expenditure (for expansion
and/or replacement of industrial machinery) including EE and RE interventions as part of projects which fit the
mandate of the relevant incentive.
These incentives are matched-funded, meaning they require the client to contribute to the project. E.g. if 50:50
matched funded, the dtic

would contribute 50% and the client would need to raise debt and/or equity for

the balancing 50%. In order to raise the balance, the project itself must be commercially viable and bankable.
Furthermore, to qualify for these incentives, businesses must show that jobs will not be lost and, if possible,
demonstrate the ability to create new jobs.
Each fund has specific guidelines, application forms and processes which can be found online on the dtic’s website11.
(See Appendix 1 for table of grant and trade incentives)

11

www.thedti.gov.za
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7. GUIDELINES FOR TECHNICAL BANKABILITY OF SOLAR PV PROJECTS12
With 70% of the risk of RE projects sitting in the quality of EPC, it’s important to choose a credible service provider.
Solar Bankability and the Horizon 2020 Framework Programme of the European Union have developed:
1. Best Practice Checklist for EPC Technical Aspects - what to look out for in the EPC contract (Appendix 2)
2. Best Practice Checklist for O&M Technical Aspects - what to look out for in the O&M contract (Appendix 3)
3. Best Practice Checklist for Long-Term Yield Assessment - what to look out for in the LTYA (Appendix 4)
These checklists will assist one achieve technical bankability in their funding applications for renewable energy
projects and provide financiers with the assurance for the project’s associated technical risks.
(See Appendices 2-4 for checklists)

8. GUIDELINES FOR BANKABLE RENEWABLE ENERGY PROJECTS
Based on the research data, all financiers are primarily focused on Solar PV transactions and have noted that
business plans are not required for RE (Solar PV) projects unless they are portfolios or utility scale, in which case a
detailed and custom bankable feasibility plan would be required.
Applications may or may not constitute an actual application form and are made up of one or more of the
following documents: Application form, feasibility study, business plan, information memorandum (IM), forecasts
and projections, historical financial records, quotations, compliance documentation with 70%+ of the risk being
on the EPC and the balance based on the client’s credibility which is verified through compliance checks with
KYC and FICA, and the project itself.
Therefore, the following has been provided:

8.1 Financing Parameters for Financial Modelling
Cost of Capital to be utilised in modelling

Finance Periods

Asset finance

Prime +2% to 17%

SSEG: 5 to 7 years

Project finance (senior debt)

Prime +2% to 17%

5 to 20 years (based on the project)

Property finance

Prime to Prime +5%

10years

Mezzanine finance

20% to 25%

Case-by-case

Equity

12% - 25% IRR

5years upward

DSCR of applicant (end-user or project): 1.1 to 2 times

12

While these guidelines relate to Solar PV projects, the principles are applicable to other RE and EE solutions/projects
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8.2 Mock Proposal
Below is a “mock” proposal from an EPC, Solareff, for a rooftop solar PV installation for an SSEG client on a cash
and loan basis at prime +2% over 7 years. Similar investment modelling tools include Helioscope13 which is used
for modelling by some of the banks - your EPC should be able to provide you with this.

13

https://www.helioscope.com
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8.3 KYC and FICA Checklist for Applicants
Financial compliance through the KYC process is a critical regulatory step. Compliance and knowing who the
client a financier is going to finance is critical and regulated through regulation and international best practice.
This is typically referred to as Know Your Client (KYC) and The Financial Intelligence Centre Act, 38. of 2001
(FICA). This is a list of supporting documentation clients should submit with their applications for finance or have
available to submit when asked. The lack of availability of compliance documents can delay a transaction
which can reduce competitiveness.
FICA was introduced to fight financial crime, such as money laundering, tax evasion, and terrorist financing
activities.
All financial institutions will require the following documents from an applicant:
(See Appendix 5 for detailed Compliance and KYC List)
All clients should submit the documents detailed in the table below:
Information Required

Documentation Required

Trading Name
(if different from registered name)

Independent documentary evidence reflecting the
Business/Trading Name
(e.g. letterhead, proof of address, business invoice)

Business/Operating Address
(if different from registered address)

Recent documentary evidence of the operating address
(e.g. utility bill - For a complete list refer to the Schedule of
acceptable documents to verify address)

Head Office Address
(if different from registered/operating address)

Recent documentary evidence of the head office address
(e.g. utility bill - For a complete list refer to the Schedule of
acceptable documents to verify address)

Contact Details

Verification not required

SA Income Tax & VAT Registration Numbers,
where applicable

Verification not required

Financial institutions also follow KYC and may require the following documents for your entity and potentially for
the end users in your portfolio:
COMPLIANCE
• BEE certificate
• Organisational Structure
• Tax Clearance
CONSTRUCTION (most RE projects are deemed to be construction projects in nature)
• Bill of Quantities (BOQ)
• Construction Plan
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FINANCIAL
• 2 years Audited Financial Statements
• Bank Statements
• Debtors and Creditors Ageing Analysis
• Insurance Policies
• Lease Agreement
• Loan Agreements
• Management Accounts to the last month
• Quotations for what you need capital for
LEGAL
• Government Regulations & Filings (certifications etc)
• Insurance Policies
• Intra-Company Agreements
• Litigation Documents
• Shareholders Agreement
MARKET
• PPA agreement
• Current electricity bills as validation for need
• Investment model showing savings
TECHNICAL
• CVs for Directors in your company
• CVs for Key Persons in your company
• CVs for Key Persons in EPC
• Profile and portfolio of prior works
• Potential risk and mitigation plans

CONCLUSION
While each financier of renewables will have its own preferences and intricacies, a few principles will always apply.
Businesses looking to finance RE and EE must make sure that the intended solutions are viable and bankable –
that their implementation makes sense to the business and its operations.
Financiers always look to minimise their risk. A business should ensure that it can verifiably demonstrate how
risks will be mitigated by using tried-and-tested technologies, strong and reputable EPCs, have good technical
support, have strong agreements in place, and provide relevant insurance from the EPC and the Client. All this
this is underpinned by the fact that the business is able to repay the funds to the lender.
Lastly, as the industry is constantly evolving and legislation is regularly being updated, businesses should stay
abreast of developments from the likes of Eskom and the National Energy Regulator (NERSA) to ensure they
are compliant as well as be aware of solutions that may have previously been inaccessible. An example is
the opening of the limitation of own power generation to solutions that exceed 1MW. Policy will define the
parameters within which business can develop their RE and EE solutions.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1
INCENTIVES BENEFITS AND EXAMPLES
TAX
INCENTIVE

BENEFIT

EXAMPLE

More info and
useful resources

Section 12B: Accelerated depreciation Lansdowne Bottling Company invested R4 million
SARS
allowance for businesses: in a rooftop solar PV system and received a R1.6
million deduction after the first financial year.
50%|30%|20% basis over
three years.

Western Cape
Government
SAIT

Energy source: Wind
energy, hydro (<30 MW),
biomass, production of
biodiesel and bioethanol.
100% basis in year one
Energy source: Small
scale solar PV for selfconsumption up to
1,000 kW.
Section 12J: Corporate Investor
SARS
28% of full investment
value into a Section
12J VCC. Maximum
investment per annum of
R5million.
Individual Investor
up to 45% of full
investment value into
a Section 12J VCC.
Maximum investment per
annum of R2.5million.

Description

Corporate
Investor

Individual/
Trust

Initial investment

R5,000,000

R2,500,000

Tax Relief (in the year R1,400,000
of initial investment)

R1,125,000

Net Investment
(Risk capital)

R3,600,000

R1,375,000

Effective Tax Relief

28%

45%

SARS
S12J
Marketplace

Investors into a renewable energy 12J would
immediately benefit from this tax relief.

S12J is relevant to RE
investors and projects.
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TAX
INCENTIVE
Section 12L

BENEFIT
Businesses can claim
deductions of R0.95
per kilowatt hour, or
kilowatt hour equivalent,
of energy efficiency
savings made within a
year against a verified
12-month baseline.

EXAMPLE

More info and
useful resources
S12L Sanedi

Energy usage and savings
Parameter

SEC (MJ/kg
fired brick)

Clamp Kiln
(Baseline)

2.44

RVSBK
(Energy
Efficient
Kiln)
0.78

%
Savings

Sanedi
Feasibility
Calculator

68%

M&V Body List

Annual cost
R17,659,000 R6,004,000 66%
The baseline
of fuel (R)
measurement and
Annual
68,596,000 33,064,000 52%
verification of savings
Energy
must be done by a SANAS Consumption
accredited Measurement (eq. kWh)
and Verification (M&V)
body. The cost of the
S12L financial analysis
verification can range
vastly. A list of SANAS
Annual equivalent energy savings
35,532,000
accredited M&V bodies
(kWh)
can be obtained from
Effective tax rebate (R/kWh)
0.266
SANEDI14 and quotations
SARS S12L tax rebate (R)
R9,451,500
should be requested
to understand the
cost implication of the
verification.
The incentive allows
for tax deductions for
all energy carriers - not
just electricity - with the
exception of renewable
energy sources.

14

https://www.sanedi.org.za/
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APPENDIX 2
TECHNICAL Bankability GUIDELINES
Recommendations to Enhance Technical Quality of existing and new PV Investments February 15th, 201715
1. Best Practice Checklist for EPC Technical Aspects
Technical aspect & what to look for in the EPC contract
A. Definitions, Interpretation
1. Is there a set of definitions of important terms provided and are those clear and understood by
all stakeholders?
B. Contractual commitments
2. EPC contractor qualification
3. Responsibility and accountability
4. Date of ownership and risk transfer are defined and acceptable
5. Construction start date and end date are defined and acceptable
6. Plant Commercial Operation Date (COD) is defined and in line with FiT or PPA commencement dates
7. The EPC works should be carried in compliance with (non-exhaustive list)
• Grid code compliance: plant controls (e.g. ability for emergency shut-downs or curtailment
according to grid regulations)
• PPA compliance
• Building permits (if applicable)
• Environmental permits
• Specific regulation for the site (e.g. vegetation management, disposal of green waste
C. Scope of work – engineering
8. Overall the scope of works for the EPC should be clearly defined. Which activities are included in
the EPC services (is it a turnkey EPC)? Are they clearly defined?

15

http://www.solarbankability.org/fileadmin/sites/www/files/documents/D4.3_Technical_Bankability_Guidelines_Final-SB_Website_170215.pdf
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9. The EPC should include Technical Specifications consisting of
• [Best practice] The operating environment is defined for:
»» Minimum and maximum ambient temperature
»» Maximum relative humidity
»» Maximum altitude
»» Local climate
»» Local conditions (e.g. snowy, sandy, near sea/chemical source/corrosive/agricultural activity/
purpose of building usage/etc.)
• Detail plant description on all major components including MV/HV equipment, monitoring, meteo
stations, security and surveillance
• Plant implantation schematic including not only the major components but also auxiliaries
(electrical cabinet, substations etc.) and facilities (storage, office, guard house, fences, road
access etc.)
• Single wire diagram
• Bill of materials of the major components
• Recommended minimum spare part lists (draft version of this information during EPC negotiation
should be updated to the final version when the plant is completed and handed over)
• [Best practice] List of all applicable technical standards for major components (panels, inverters,
electrical equipment) (non-exhaustive list)
»» CE Compliance
»» Panel: IEC61215, IEC61730, IEC61701, IEC62716, IEC62804, IEC62108 (CPV)
»» IR/EL: IEC60904-12 &13
»» Inverter: IEC62109
»» Electrical equipment: IEC61000
»» Tracker: IEC62817, IEC62727
»» Design and installation: IEC TS 62548
»» Commissioning: IEC62446
»» Performance monitoring: IEC61724
10. Who is responsible for grid connection and the infrastructure to connect the PV plant to the grid
(transformer, export lines, substation) is clearly defined
11. Site suitability (ground installation)
• Geotechnical and soil study
• Any flood risk
• Other constraints (chemical in the air, corrosive air, etc.)
Site suitability (rooftop installation)
• Roof stability study
• Structural requirements of roof and mounting structure (both static/snow load and dynamic/
wind load)
• Lightning protection requirement
• Fire protection (PV system should not be built across fire protection walls); design should be in
compliance with the building fire protection codes
• Requirement for weathering protection (lifetime of roofing film)
12. If the site study has been done and the results have been shared with the owner and the EPC,
the EPC contract should clearly acknowledge that the contractor has reviewed the results of the
study and has designed the PV system taking into account the site conditions and constraints
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13. For rooftop system, the roof should be weatherproof throughout operations of PV plant without
major overhaul of roof laminate later
14. Estimation of plant yield/production should follow best practice guidelines
15. The plant design and estimated yield/production should be validated by third party
D. Scope of work – procurement
16. All major components should be visually inspected at delivery
17. All modules should be tested for STC performance according to the IEC60904 standards at the
factory and the test data should be submitted to the EPC contractor for verification
[Best practice] All modules should be inspected with electroluminescence imaging camera at the
factory and the test data should be submitted to the EPC contractor for verification
18. PV modules should be sampled and tested after delivery and before acceptance
• List of test (and criteria) should be included in the EPC contract
• Tests are to be done by an accredited independent test laboratory
19. [Best practice] Transportation and handling requirements on components should be specified
20. [Best practice] EPC contractor is required to perform factory inspection on the module factory
21. [Best practice] Negotiation of technical requirement in supply agreement (i.e. module) and
warranty terms and conditions should involve inputs from technical advisors
E. Scope of work - construction
22. The EPC should include comprehensive protocol and training to its field workers on how to
unpackage and handle components properly
23. The installation of components should adhere the manufacturer’s guidelines when applicable
24. Regular construction monitoring by the owner (assisted by technical advisor) should be performed
to check construction progress and quality (and for milestone payments)
25. Reporting of construction progress should be included in the contract
26. Health and safety, housekeeping and site security are defined as the responsibilities of the
contractor during construction
F. Scope of work – administrative and others
27. Responsible party for securing the site use is clearly defined:
• For ground-mounted utility systems: land lease, land purchase, and land access
• For commercial rooftop systems: roof lease, roof access
28. Responsible party to obtain permits and authorizations to develop PV plant is clearly defined
29. Any support required from the EPC contractors in permitting, grid connection etc. should be
clearly defined
30. Is the contractor responsible to carry out or only support warranty and insurance claims
management during the EPC period?
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G. Manufacturer warranties
31. The terms and conditions of major components’ manufacturer warranties are clearly defined
• Effective start and end date
• Definition of defects
• Claim procedure
• The compensations proposed are reasonable and logical
• Exclusions
• Provision to allow for the involvement of third party expert during technical dispute
• Transferability
32. The warranty timelines should be in line with the EPC warranty timelines
33. Check if the jurisdiction of the warranty allows it to be legally enforceable
34. [Best practice] Are there additional insurance (transportation damages, e.g.) from either the EPC
contractor or component manufacturer?
H. EPC warranty and Defect Liability Period (DLP)
35. Provide warranty of Good Execution of Works
36. The EPC contract shall provide at minimum 2-year EPC warranty from the date of plant take-over
37. The DLP duration coincides with the EPC and component manufacturer warranty duration
38. During this DLP, the EPC contractor is responsible to repair faults or defect at its own cost, or an
arrangement or an arrangement has been made with the O&M contractor to execute this. For
the latter, clear scope of work ownership must be aligned to prevent avoidance of responsibilities
39. The party responsible to maintain the PV plant after take-over and before the end of DLP is
clearly defined
I. Key performance indicators (KPIs) and guarantees
40. The EPC contract should have key performance indicators for two aspects
• Completion timeline: guaranteed completion date
• System performance and quality: guaranteed performance ratio (PR) or guaranteed output
41. The guaranteed PR or output should be calculated in a long-term yield estimation exercise using
correct technical assumptions, i.e. all relevant losses and uncertainties
42. Liquidation damages (LD) or penalties should be assigned in the contract in case the guaranteed
KPIs are not met
43. Completion delay LDs should be in line with the project revenue loss due to lateness in project
entering operation. The LD is commonly a % of EPC price for each day of delay
44. Performance LDs should be in line with the project revenue loss when the system is not meeting
the guaranteed performance level. The LD is commonly a % of EPC price for each point of PR or
output below the guaranteed value
45. Maximum amount of LD (LD cap to limit contractor’s liability is usually included in the EPC
contract. E.g., delay LD and performant LD could each be capped at 20% of the EPC contract
price and the combined cap is 30% of the EPC contract price
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J. Commissioning and acceptance
46. The EPC contract should include plant provisional and final commissioning
47. Short term performance test should be carried out after the PV system completes the
construction phase
48. Provisional test set-up should include appropriate:
• Duration of the test
• Irradiance threshold
• Monitoring system, including measurement sampling rate and averaging method
49. The calculation method for the key performance indicator for provisional acceptance should
account for short-term effect on temperature and irradiance
50. Final acceptance plant performance should be carried out after the plant has been in operation
for a representative period of time (2 year after provisional acceptance)
51. Final performance test set-up should include appropriate
• Irradiance threshold
• Monitoring system, including measurement sampling rate and averaging method
52. The calculation method for the key performance indicator for final acceptance should account for:
• Annual degradation
• Plant availability
53. Measurement of irradiance to assess plant performance
• Irradiance measurements
• Measurement in the POA according to the Secondary Standard or First Class quality
classification (ISO9060: 1990)
• Minimum requirement: one measurement device (pyranometer of high quality)
• [Best practice] At least 2 pyranometers
• If different array orientations, one pyranometer per orientation – careful assignment for proper
calculation of PR and yield
• Sensors placed at the least shaded location
• Sensors installed according to the manufacturer’s guidelines
• Preventative maintenance and calibration according to manufacturer’s guidelines
• Set irradiation to be rounded with averages of 15 min (minimum requirement) or 1 min and less
(best practice)
• High quality satellite-based data to complement terrestrial measurements [best practice] –
mainly for monthly and annual values and not daily since the RMSE is high (8-14%)
• Minimum requirements for satellite data: hourly granularity or 15 min. set data to be retrieved
once per day at least
54. Measurement of irradiance to assess plant performance
• Temperature sensor properly installed according to manufacturer’s guidelines
• Use of stable thermally conductive glue to the middle of the backside of the module in the
middle of the array, in the center of the cell away from junction box
• Accuracy should be <± 1 C including signal conditioning
• For large systems, different representative positions for installing the sensor should be considered:
module at the center of the array and at the edge of this module where temperature variations
are expected
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55. Inverter measurement to assess plant performance
• AC level: energy and power data should be collected
• Energy data should be cumulative values over the lifetime of the inverter
• Collect all inverter alarms – important to plan your maintenance activities (corrective
and preventative)
• Monitor and manage control settings at the inverter level and the grid injection level
• DC input measurements <1s sampling and <1min averaging
• DC voltage to be measured and stored separately for allowing MPP-tracking and array
performance problems
• [Best practice] measure all parameter from the inverters including internal temperature, isolation
level etc.
56. Energy meter
• Collection of energy meter data by the monitoring system in daily basis and with 15 min granularity
• High accuracy energy meter is required – uncertainty of ±0.5% for plants >100 kWp
• The above point can be considered as best practice for plants smaller than 100 kWp
57. Plant visual inspection should be accrued out during acceptant test
[Best practice] The visual inspection uses advanced tools such as IR camera
58. As part of the plant hand-over process, the EPC contractor must provide (non-exhaustive list)
• A complete set of as-build documentation
• Recommended minimum spare parts list
Note: In addition to the above, information pertaining to the following areas may also be required:
a. With regards to the installation and project location, in the case of Solar PV, what are the effects of shading
on the installation and project?
b. With regards to the EPC;
i.

what professional indemnities are available and enforceable

ii. details of the performance contract so that the actual yield is within a threshold of design (<3%).
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APPENDIX 3
TECHNICAL Bankability GUIDELINES
Recommendations to Enhance Technical Quality of existing and new PV Investments February 15th, 201716
2. Best Practice Checklist for O&M Technical Aspects
Technical aspect & what to look for in the O&M contract
A. Definitions, Interpretation
1. Is there a set of definitions of important terms provided and are those clear and understood by
all stakeholders?
B. Purpose and responsibilities
2. Is the fundamental purpose (goals) of the contract clearly defined?
3. Are the roles and responsibilities (and boundary conditions) of the multiple stakeholders within the
contract clear and understood?
C. Scope of works – environmental, health and safety
Note: The Asset Owner has the ultimate legal and moral responsibility to ensure the health and safety of people in and
around the solar plant and for the protection of the environment around it. The practical implementation is normally
subcontracted to the O&M contractor.

4. Environment
• Regular inspection of transformer and bunds for leaks (according to the annual maintenance plan)
• Recycling of broken panels and electric waste
• Sensible water usage for module cleaning
• Proper environmental management plan in place
5. Health and safety (H&S)
• Properly controlled access and supervision in the solar plant – necessary boundaries and site
restrictions
• Proper induction to ensure awareness of risks and hazards
• Proper training and certification on the specifics of a PV plant and voltage level
• Hazard identification/marking
• Wiring sequence marking
• H&S legislation available
• Established personal protective equipment (PPE) (not exhaustive list): safety shoes, high visibility
clothing, helmet, gloves (and/or insulated gloves), slash masks and glasses (depending on the
site), fire retardant and /or arc flash rated PPE where necessary
• Calibrated and certified equipment (full documentation available)

16

http://www.solarbankability.org/fileadmin/sites/www/files/documents/D4.3_Technical_Bankability_Guidelines_Final-SB_Website_170215.pdf
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D. Scope of works – operations
6. Documentation Management System (DSM)
• As-built documentation / IEC62446
»» Site information
»» Project drawings
»» Project studies
»» Studies according to national regulation requirements
»» PV modules
»» Inverters
»» Medium voltage / inverter cabin
»» MV/LV transformer
»» HV switchgear
»» UPS and batteries
»» Mounting
• Management and control
»» Define type of storage (physical or/and electronical)
»» Ensure electronic copy of all documents
»» Ensure controlled access to documents
»» Ensure authorization for modifications – keep a logbook on name of person who modified the
document, date of modification, reason for modification and further information e.g. link to the
work orders and service activities
»» Ensure history of the documents (versioning)
• Record control
7. [Best practice] Predictive maintenance
• Define scope of this cluster, the type of performance analysis, the level (portfolio level. Plant level,
inverter, string level)
• Define the monitoring requirements needed to perform predictive maintenance, provide basic
trending and comparison functionality
8. Power generation forecasting
• Ensure a service level agreement with the forecast provider
• Define the purpose and consequently the requirements for power forecasting (e.g. time horizon,
time resolution, update frequency)
9. Reporting
10. Regulatory compliance
• Grid code compliance: plant controls (e.g. ability for emergency shut-downs or curtailment
according to grid regulations)
• PPA compliance
• Building permits (if applicable)
• Environmental permits
• Specific regulation for the site (e.g. vegetation management, disposal of green waste)
11. Management of change: define responsibilities and involvement when PV plant needs to be
adjusted after the Commercial Operation Date: e.g. spare parts, site operation plan, annual
maintenance plan etc.
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12. Warranty management
• Warranty of Good Execution of Works
• Warranty of Equipment
• Performance Warranty: agree on reporting period
• Classification of anomalies and malfunctions: Pending Works, Insufficiencies, Defects, Failure or
malfunction of equipment
13. Insurance claims management
E. Scope of works – maintenance
14. Inclusion of an adequate Preventative Maintenance Plan
15. The minimum requirements for preventative tasks and their frequency follow the manufacturer’s
guidelines when applicable
16. The minimum requirements for preventative tasks and their frequency should respect relevant
national standards
17. Corrective maintenance (CM)
• Fault diagnosis (troubleshooting)
• Repair and temporary repairs
• Agreed response times and/or minimum repair times
• Clear definition of “boarders” and “limitations” of CM tasks, especially with preventative
maintenance and extraordinary maintenance. Definition of yearly cap of CM works
(when applicable)
18. Extraordinary maintenance
• Define what is included in this cluster
»» Damages that are a consequence of a Force Majeure event
»» Damages as a consequence of a theft or a fire
»» Serial defects on equipment, occurring suddenly and after months or years from plant start-up
»» Modifications required by regulatory changes
»» Agreed interventions for reconditioning, renewal and technological updating
• Define the rules on how to execute tasks and prepare quotations – ways of payment
19. Additional services: define what is included in this cluster and how this service is paid (nonexhaustive list)
• Module cleaning
• Vegetation management
• Road maintenance
• Snow removal
• Pest control
• Waste disposal
• Maintenance of buildings
• Perimeter fencing and repairs
• Maintenance of security equipment
• String measurements – to the extent exceeding the agreed level of preventative maintenance
• Thermal inspections – to the extent exceeding the agreed level of preventative maintenance
• Meter weekly/monthly readings and data entry on fiscal registers or in authority web portals for
FiT tariff assessment (where applicable)
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F. Scope of works – data and monitoring
20. Irradiance measurements
• Measurement in the POA according to the Secondary Standard or First Class quality
classification (ISO9060: 1900)
• Minimum requirement: one measurement device (pyranometer of high quality)
• [Best practice] At least 2 pyranometers
• If different array orientations, one pyranometer per orientation – careful assignment for proper
calculation of PR and yield
• Sensors placed at the least shaded location
• Sensors installed according to the manufacturer’s guidelines
• Preventative maintenance and calibration according to manufacturer’s guidelines
• Set irradiation to be rounded with averages of 15 min (minimum requirement) or 1 min and less
(best practice)
• High quality satellite-based data to complement terrestrial measurements [best practice] –
mainly for monthly and annual values and not daily since the RMSE is high (8-14%)
• Minimum requirements for satellite data: hourly granularity or 15 min. set data to be retrieved
once per day at least
21. Module temperature measurements
• Temperature sensor properly installed according to manufacturer’s guidelines
• Use of stable thermally conductive glue to the middle of the backside of the module in the
middle of the array, in the center of the cell away from junction box
• Accuracy should be <±1 C including signal conditioning
• For large systems, different representative positions for installing the sensor should be considered:
module at the center of the array and at the edge of this module where temperature variations
are expected
22. Local meteorological data
• [Best practice] Ambient temperature and wind speed with sensors installed according to
manufacturer’s guidelines
• Ambient temp with shielded thermometer e.g. PT100
• Wind speed with anemometer at 10 m height above ground level
• For large plants >10 MW automated data from an independent nearby meteo source to smooth
local phenomena and installation specific results
23. String measurements
• If not DC input current monitoring at inverter level, then current monitoring at string level is
recommended – depending on module technology, combined strings (harnesses) can help
reducing operating costs
• [Best practice] Increase up-time for timely detection of faults: 1 sec sampling and 1 min
averaging at data logger, maximum two strings current measurement in parallel
24. Inverter measurement
• AC level: energy and power data should be collected
• Energy data should be cumulative values over the lifetime of the inverter
• Collect all inverter alarms – important to plan your maintenance activities (corrective
and preventative)
• Monitor and manage control settings at the inverter level and the grid injection level
• DC input measurements <1s sampling and <1min averaging
• DC voltage to be measured and stored separately for allowing MPP-tracking and array
performance problems
• [Best practice} measure all parameter from the inverters including internal temperature, isolation
level etc.
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25. Configuration
• In cases of change of O&M contractor (or recommissioning of the monitoring system), the
configuration of the monitoring system and the data loggers should be checked
• [Best practice] if technically available, auto-configuration is recommended – e.g. automatic
collection of inverter and sensor IDs and labels
• Back up of the configuration should be in place
26. Energy meter
• Collection of energy meter data by the monitoring system in daily basis and with 15 min granularity
• High accuracy energy meter is required – uncertainty of ±0.5% for plants >100 kWp
• The above point can be considered as best practice for plants smaller than 100 kWp
27. AC circuit / protection relay
• [Best practice] Monitor the AC switch position for (sub) plants. Read the alarms from the
protection relay via communication bus if possible
28. Data loggers
• Sufficient memory to store at least one month of data
• Historical data should be backed up
• After communication failure, the data logger should resend all pending information
• The entire installation (monitoring system, signal converters, data loggers, measurement devices)
should be protected by a UPS
• [Best practices] Memory to store at least six months of data and full data backup in the cloud.
Separate remote server to monitor the status of the data loggers and inform the operations. The
system should be an open protocol to allow transition between monitoring platforms. If possible,
reboot itself once per day (during night time) to increase reliability
29. Alarms
• Minimum requirement: alarms sent by email (non-exhaustive list)
»» Loss of communication
»» Plant stop
»» Inverter stop
»» Plant with low performance
»» Inverter with low performance (e.g. due to overheating)
• [Best practice] (non-exhaustive list)
»» String without current
»» Plant under UPS operation
»» Intrusion detection
»» Fire alarm detection
»» Discretion alarm (or alarm aggregation)
30. Dashboard / web portal
• Minimum requirements for features of the monitoring system (non-exhaustive list)
»» Web portal accessible 24h/365d
»» Graphs of irradiation, energy production, performance and yield
»» Downloadable tables with all the registered figures
»» Alarms register
• [Best practice] (non-exhaustive list)
»» User configurable dashboard
»» User configurable alarms
»» User configurable reports
»» Ticket management
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31. Data format
• Data format of recorded files according to IEC61724 – clearly documented
• Data loggers should collect alarms according to manufacturer’s format
32. Communication from the site to the monitoring servers
• Best network connectivity with sufficient bandwidth according to the available monitoring system
• DSL connection preferred if available at the PV site – industrial routers recommended
• [Best practice] GPRS-connection as back up
• For sites >1 MW it is advised to have a LAN connection and as an alternative and industrial
router that allows for GPRS or satellite communication back-up in case the LAN connection fails.
A router with an auto-reset capability in case of loss of internet connection is recommended
• Data security should be ensured: as minimum requirements loggers should not be accessible
directly from the internet or at least be protected via a firewall. Secure and restrictive
connection to the data server is also important
• Communication cables must be shielded and protected by direct sunlight
• Physical distance between DC and AC power cables and communication cables should be ensured
• Cables with different polarities must be clearly distinguishable (label or color) for avoiding
polarity connection errors
G. Scope of works – spare parts management
33. Definition of ownership and responsibility of insurance
34. Define separate list of consumables if applicable (e.g. tools and fuses)
35. Stocking level: consider initial EPC list and the following parameters
• Frequency of failure
• Impact of failure
• Cost of spare part
• Degradation over time
• Possibility of consignment stock with the manufacturer
36. Location of storage/warehouse
• Proximity to the point
• Security
• Environmental conditions
37. List of minimum spare parts (non-exhaustive list)
• Fuses for all equipment (e.g. inverter, combiner boxes etc.) and fuse kits
• Modules
• Inverter spares (e.g. power stacks, circuit breakers, contractor, switches, controller board)
• UPS
• Voltage terminations
• Power plant control spares
• Transformer and switchgear spares
• Weather station sensors
• Motors and gearboxes for trackers
• Harnesses and cables
• Screws and other supply tools
• Security equipment (e.g. cameras)
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H. Scope of works – plant security
38. Define protective measures for the plant
• Security protocol in place
• Video monitoring
• Alerting system
• Fencing or barriers
• Warning signs and notices
• Security pad codes and passwords
• Back up communication in case of vandalism
I. Key performance indicators (KPIs)
39. Plant KPIs
• Availability
• Energy-based availability
• Performance Ratio
• Energy Performance Index
40. O&M contractor KPIs
• Reaction time
• Reporting
• O&M contractor experience
• Maintenance effectiveness and maintenance support efficiency
41. Security and surveillance of PV plant
• On-site or remote
• Around the clock coverage (24h/256d)
• On-site patrol, security camera
• On-site intervention time upon alarm etc.
J. Contractual commitments
42. Qualification of parties involved: Owner’s Engineer, O&M contractor, monitoring, security firm
43. Responsibility and accountability
44. Bonus schemes and liquidated damages
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APPENDIX 4
TECHNICAL Bankability GUIDELINES
Recommendations to Enhance Technical Quality of existing and new PV Investments February 15th, 201717
3. Best Practice Checklist for Long-Term Yield Assessment
Technical aspect & what to look for in the LTYA
A. Solar resource assessment
1. Only reliable solar irradiation data sources should be used and the name(s) and version(s) must be
clearly stated. Data source(s) used must be able to provide uncertainty estimations and ideally
have been extensively validated
2. The period covered by the solar irradiation data source(s) used must be reported. Only data
sourced with more than 10-year recent data should be used for LTYA calculations
3. The effect of long-term trends in the solar resource should be analyzed. In the presence of such
trends, the long-term solar resource estimations should be adjusted to account for this effect.
4. The use of site adaptation techniques is recommended to reduce the uncertainty. A measurement
campaign of at least 8 months and ideally one full year is recommended
B. PV yield modelling
5. The PV modeling software and the specific version used must be clearly stated in the report
6. If in-house software is used, the name(s) and version(s) must also be stated
7. All assumptions (e.g. soiling losses, availability, etc.) and sub-models used (e.g. transposition model)
must be clearly stated
C. Degradation rate and behaviour
8. The degradation rate(s) used for the calculations must be clearly stated in the report. It is
recommended to differentiate between first year effects and yearly behavior over project lifetime
9. Degradation behavior assumption (e.g. linear, stepwise, etc.) over time should be clearly states
and ideally backed up with manufacturer warranties
10. If specific manufacturer warranties are available (e.g. module warranty document or sales
agreement), these can be used to fine tune the lifetime degradation calculation
D. Uncertainty calculation
11. All steps in the long-term yield calculation are subject to uncertainties. All uncertainties should be
clearly stated and references must be provide in the report
12. Special attention must be paid to the solar resource related uncertainties as these are among the
most important elements in the contribution to the overall uncertainty
13. If special methods are used to reduce some uncertainties e.g. site adaptation techniques, these
should be clearly documented and ideally backed up with scientific validation
14. Special care must be taken when classifying each uncertainty as either systematic or variable
(stochastic) since these are treated differently in overall lifetime uncertainty calculations
15. When possible, exceedance probabilities (e.g. P90) for each uncertainty must be calculated using
empirical methods based on available data instead of assuming normal distribution for all elements
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APPENDIX 5
KYC AND FICA CHECKLIST FOR APPLICANTS
Documentation Required
Information Required

Registered Name

South African Companies
(excluding companies on
approved exchanges)

Founding Statement and
Certificate of Incorporation
(CK1) or Amended Founding
Statement (CK2)

Certification of Incorporation
(CM1) and Memorandum
of Incorporation (CM2) and
any other forms amending
company information, as
applicable (e.g. Certificate
of change of name of
company (CM9))

Registration Address
Names of all Members of
the CC

Amended Founding
Statement in respect of
Accounting Officer and
Addresses (CK2A), as
applicable

OR
Registration Certificate
(COR14.3) and Memorandum
of Incorporation (COR15.3)
and any other forms
amending company
information, as applicable
(e.g. Amendment
of memorandum of
incorporation (COR15.2))
Notice of Registered Office &
Postal Address (CM22)
OR
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Registration Certificate
(COR14.3) or Notice Of
Change Of Registered
Address (COR21), if applicable

Public Companies (approved
Foreign Companies
exchanges)
(excluding public companies
on approved boards)
Proof of Listing on relevant
securities exchange - either
official documentation or
printout/electronic import
from exchange website

Documentary evidence of
the entity’s existence that is
consistent with practices in
the local market and reflects
the registered name and
registration number
(e.g. a print-out of the
webpage of a govtsponsored corporate registry,
Certificate of Incorporation/
Registration, Audited Report/
Financial Statements)
Any other proof of
registration of changes in
company information since
incorporation
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Registration Number

Close Corporation
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(e.g. share certificate,
shareholders register,
letter from company
secretary / auditor
confirming shareholding)
Documentary evidence
authorising the person to
act on behalf of the CC
(e.g. resolution, mandate
or minutes)
AND
For South African
residents:
Green bar-coded identity
document or Smart ID
Card
For foreign residents:
Valid passport

All members of the CC.
The person who exercises
executive control over the
CC (if not a member).

South African Companies
(excluding companies on
approved exchanges)
The person who exercises
executive control over the
company (e.g. Managing
Director or CEO).

Public Companies (approved
Foreign Companies
exchanges)
(excluding public companies
on approved boards)
Any person with the authority
to act on behalf of the
company

Shareholders holding 25%
or more of voting rights at
a general meeting of the
company.

Shareholders holding 25%
Each person authorised to
or more of voting rights at
establish a relationship or
a general meeting of the
transact on behalf of the CC. company.

The person who exercises
executive control over the
company (e.g. Managing
Director or CEO).

Each person authorised to
establish a relationship or
transact on behalf of the
company.

Each person authorised to
establish a relationship or
transact on behalf of the
company.
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Documentary evidence
of shareholding

Close Corporation
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